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Learn the secrets of SPEED MATHEMATICS. You will amaze yourself, family 
and friends when you discover the world of mentally multiplying very large 
numbers faster than you could tap the digits into a calculator. You will learn to 
recognise patterns and increase your speed and accuracy. 
The Momentum Maths workshop will promote your confidence, offer you a real 
understanding of numbers, increase your mental agility & intelligence and most 
importantly, sharpen your mind! 
Bring your calculator along to CHECK your calculations but NOT to actually 
DO your calculations.

During this program you will develop creative writing skills that will give you 
enthusiasm to write. Your audience will be captivated and wanting more.Learn 
effective use of the senses to draw your audience into the story. Discover the 
secrets of how to think creatively and the importance of the unexpected to give 
your story a twist.
You will be creating a tool-kit that brings characters and scenes alive, as well 
as exploring the concepts of location writing, the effective use of dialogue, and 
critical analysis tricks when you edit your stories.
On completion you will have lifted your literacy levels and developed your own 
unique creative writing style, for stories that keep an audience captivated and 
engaged. You will also have the foundation and building blocks of a story to 
enter The Mayors’ Writing Competition. 

Lighten Up the World

Presenter: Caroline Metzler & Melissa Creswell

Momentum Mathematics

Presenter: Liza Booth

Capture the Creative Writer in You

Presenter: Vicki Mennie

YEARS 3 & 4 WORKSHOPS

Dig It: An Introduction to Archaeology

Presenter: Linda Dwyer

Do you like Science? Do you like history? Do you like to be outside? Do you 
learn best by doing something? Then Archaeology is for you!
Analyse Sources, work in teams and gain practical archaeological skills, this is 
the basis of this workshop. Discover artefacts, handle parts of the ancient past 
and participate in a mock excavation. 
Over two days you’ll become a competent amateur archaeologist who is able to 
offer amazing insights into ancient civilisations

Are you an artist? Are you interested in animation? Would you like to direct, 
produce, create and star in your very own art-house-mini-movie? 
Stop motion animation is a fun and creative means of combining technology and 
the visual arts in a way that is engaging and meaningful for students. Once the basic 
skills and techniques of stop motion animation are understood, students can then 
apply this knowledge to bring their own works of art to life. 
In this workshop, students will work in pairs to create a stop motion animation 
using iPads. Students will create backdrops and props using simple materials and 
will become the star of their own show.
Bring your own 8GB USB to save your work.

Put Yourself in the Picture

Presenter: Kay Whitney

Have you ever wondered how an empty stage can become a world of fantasy? 
Here is your opportunity to experience the art of prop building and set 
decorating. 
This hands-on, Potter-inspired workshop, takes you behind-the-scenes to learn 
how props are designed and built for theatre and film. Take the journey into the 
imaginative world of Harry Potter where budding artists, designers, and future-
thinkers will be encouraged to use their imagination and curiosity to produce a 
mock theatre set. 
Each student will create a 3-dimesional cardboard set-piece or prop based on a 
specific scene from J K Rowling’s first Harry Potter book, Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone. The students combined 3D sculptures will be assembled as 
a life size installation that will be displayed at the Batemans Bay Library.

An Enchanted Experience: 3D Theatre Props & 
Set Making

Presenter: Nicola Bath

YEARS 5 & 6 WORKSHOPS

Do you like reading? Do you know that some students in other countries can’t 
read after dark because they don’t have electricity in their home? 
You can become a global citizen by helping students in other countries. By 
doing this workshop, you can make a real difference to students around the 
world by making a SolarBuddy light to send them. 
You will be helping others in need and learning some cool science and 
technology stuff at the same time!


